There were 18 submissions received by the closing date. The questionnaire/flyer
asked people to rank their preferences for the design options. A summary of the
feedback is shown in the graph below.
It was clear from the feedback received that the painted artistic flora image was more
preferred than the stone and timber look.
The most preferred design was Option B (Artistic painted native flora exterior with
timber shingle roof). The next preferred option was Option A (Artistic painted native
flora exterior with mono-slope roof).
There were a further 8 submissions that were received after the closing date and
therefore not included in graph below. The majority of these submissions also
supported Option B as the most preferred design.
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A summary of the comments received is included below (also includes late
submissions):
Keep it quirky its Titirangi
Option A is the most unobtrusive and I personally think it is the most attractive, and I think
it’s important to support local artists with public commissions
It’s so visible and public and by food outlets it needs to as discrete as possible and must
be well maintained so smell is not carried
Monoslope roof allows the roots of the rimu tree to remain absorbing water. Concern with
the rimu tree. It won't stand any root disturbance or reduction of its water supply (rain)
A & B detract from natural beauty of trees etc. far better to take a more natural approach
to the design could it be more integrated into the landscaped island. Feels a little tacked
on at the moment
The word toilet should be clearly displayed on all of the structures, whichever one is
chosen
Option B is an excellent design - well thought out and sympathetic to the village
environment. Option C & D are awful
Thank you for doing it
Needs to blend in with surroundings
As it is moving to such a prevalent position, seen as you enter the village, the only
appropriate one is Option B - discreet and in keeping with aesthetic of Village
Option B blends better, Option C & D looks like a hunting hyde. Please consider an
automatic cleaning low smelly option.
really like the discrete slope roof
Option B blends in well with bus stop design, looks all part of same piece
The roof line for Option B fits in well with bus shelter making it not such an eye sore
Combine Option D with painted native flora exterior and stone back and sides. Replace old
toilet block with like facility. Your photo shows sufficient room to accommodate three
cubicles at least one of which should have mobility access. For at least the last 40 years
the existing public toilet block has been open 24/7. Therefore its replacement should not
be lockable except from the inside, but always open for the convenience of the general
public.
I am opposed to the development in this location for the following reasons:
 It will detract from their business as it is in close proximity
 It will detract from the entrance into Titirangi
 It will have a negative effect on the pedestrian space
 It will have a negative effect on the rimu Tree
Wherever the toilet ends up, it should follow other roadside structures in the village such
as the bus stop and seating beside the pedestrian crossing where there are gabled/hip
roofs (with shingle like appearance) and plenty of basalt bluestone walls.

